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 The knowledge gap on adsorption of complex mixtures in the literature relative to single component 
data represents a persistent  obstacle to developing accurate process models for adsorption separations. The 
collection of mixed gas adsorption data is an imminent need for improved understanding of the behavior of 
adsorbent systems in these diverse adsorption applications. Current approaches to understanding mixture 
adsorption using predictive theories based on pure component adsorption experiments often fail to capture 
the behavior of more complex, non-ideal systems. In this work, we present an automated volumetric 
instrument for the measurement of mixed gas adsorption isotherms. This instrument was validated by 
comparison to other in-house instruments and data available in the literature, and the binary adsorption 
measurements were found to be thermodynamically consistent. The automation of this instrument allows 






 All adsorption separations processes involve the adsorption of a mixture of gases, including CO2 
capture,1-3 gas sweetening,4-6 oxygen concentration,7-9 C2 hydrocarbon separation,
10, 11 among others. 
However, adsorption of mixtures is poorly understood. A recent report on separations science from the 
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine identifies understanding behavior of complex 
systems as the biggest challenge in separation science.12 For adsorption separations, this challenge is 
apparent as adsorbent materials rarely perform as desired in the presence of multicomponent mixtures, 
especially when components span a wide range of compositions, or highly dilute or highly concentrated 
species. Though great advances have been made in increasing the adsorption capacity for a target species, 
the ability to predict adsorption behavior in complex systems remains an outstanding requirement to 
implement robust adsorption separations processes. This sentiment has been echoed for decades by 
researchers across  the field of adsorption science.13-15 
Currently the study of adsorbents for gas separations is dominated by the use of pure component 
adsorption data to predict how a mixture might be adsorbed by an adsorbent. A number of theories and 
predictive methods have been developed to predict adsorption equilibrium of mixtures from single 
component adsorption data, most notably the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST). IAST is becoming 
more widely used every year, as evidenced by the rapidly increasing number of citations of Myers and 
Prausnitz’s 1965 work.16 In spite of its utility, IAST is not a perfect predictor of how gas mixtures will be 
adsorbed. A compilation of several dozen works using mixture adsorption experiments to assess IAST 
predictions showed that IAST is not always accurate, and in many cases results in errors greater than 100% 
in predicting selectivity for adsorption of one component from a mixture.15 This is consistent with findings 
by other authors that IAST tends to provide poor predictions of mixture adsorption for adsorbents with 
heterogeneous surfaces and for mixtures of molecules whose sizes, polarities, and polarizabilities vary 
greatly.17, 18  
Increased experimental capacity for multicomponent adsorption measurements will allow for faster 
identification of adsorbents which are selective for desired components even in mixtures whose 
composition varies widely. Furthermore, greater experimental capacity brings with it the opportunity to 
improve understanding of the fundamental phenomena that drive behaviors of multicomponent adsorbent 
systems. An obvious benefit of a better fundamental understanding of multicomponent adsorption is the 
opportunity to validate new predictive models for multicomponent adsorption, especially for systems which 
have not yet been well studied.12 
The current state of the art in the study of gas adsorption is strong in development of novel materials 
with high capacities for target adsorbates, but weaker in the study of mixture adsorption and especially 
lacking in high-quality experimental measurement of mixture adsorption. Experimental measurement of 
mixture adsorption is nontrivial, and has represented a challenge for decades in the study of adsorption 
separations.19 Myriad measurement techniques using different principles have been used by groups spread 
throughout the world, with no consensus method emerging. Most methods of measurement are labor-
intensive and difficult to automate. Moreover, no commercially available instrument has gained widespread 
popularity. The vast majority of measurements are made using home-built instrumentation, which can be 
costly as well as time-consuming to build and validate.  
There are two broad categories of experimental systems: open systems and closed systems.13 Open 
systems generally involve flowing a gas mixture through a bed of adsorbent while monitoring the 
composition and flow rate of the feed and effluent streams. The system is considered “open” because gas 
moves in and out of the system during the measurement. The breakthrough method is the most popular 
open system used to study mixture adsorption.20-26 Open systems also include concentration pulse 
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chromatography,27-32 zero-length column,33-35 differential column method,36 and others.37-39  Open systems 
require careful determination of dead volume or holdup time, and at times require more involved analysis 
of experimental data to determine equilibrium loadings during an adsorption experiment. 
 Closed systems do not allow gas to enter or leave the system during adsorption experiments. Gas 
is discretely dosed into this closed system and allowed to contact the adsorbent. There are many types of 
closed systems. The most popular is the volumetric-chromatographic system, which evolved from 
volumetric systems introduced as early as 1917.40-48 Other closed systems make use of the gravimetric 
method,49-53 densimetric method,54-57 isotope exchange technique,58, 59 and more.60-62 Closed systems present 
a different set of challenges from open systems, but a perhaps underappreciated challenge is slow 
measurement equilibration in the absence of a pump to circulate gas through the adsorption loop. 
Adsorption equilibration can take days or weeks in the absence of a circulation pump like the one included 
in the system described in this work. In addition, slow and labor-intensive operation of most closed systems 
mean that this group of techniques can be extremely time-consuming to operate manually. One of the 
principal advantages of the system described in this work is that it is automated in full; after the adsorbent 
is activated, LabVIEW code allows the measurement to run completely automatically.    
The variety of techniques that exist to study mixture adsorption reflects the fact that this 
measurement is inherently difficult. Many approaches have been tried without any one emerging as the 
clear favorite of the adsorption community. This is in large part because automation of any of these methods 
tends to be difficult, limiting each to slow, manual collection of data. A key opportunity for innovation in 
mixture adsorption measurement is the development and adoption of truly automated experimental systems. 
Much of the lack of existing experimental mixture adsorption data may be attributed to the labor-intensive 
nature of data collection for most existing instruments. Public availability of technical detail and validation 
processes for original mixture adsorption instruments is limited at best, and this lack of information in the 
literature contributes to a high barrier to entry in measuring adsorption of mixed gases.  In this work, we 
aim to describe, in detail sufficient to facilitate replication, an automated instrument designed to measure 
adsorption of gas mixtures.  We anticipate that this will reduce barriers to the construction and use of similar 




1. Manifold  
 A schematic of the Multi-Component Gas Adsorption System (MC GAS) instrument developed in 
this work is illustrated in Figure 1. The bulk of this instrument consists of a stainless steel manifold 
composed of Swagelok tubing, valves, and fittings. The operation of this manifold and other parts of this 
system are automated through LabVIEW. The manifold is centered on a reference cell and adsorption loop, 
which are separated by a needle valve (Swagelok SS-ORS2) and ball valve (Swagelok SS-41GS1). The 
needle valve is left only slightly open so as to restrict the rate of flow between the reference cell and 
adsorption loop when the ball valve is open. The reference cell is an empty stainless steel cell (Swagelok 
316L-HDF4-150). The adsorption loop contains an identical empty cell for the purpose of increasing the 
free volume of the adsorption loop. In addition to the empty cell, the adsorption loop also contains a smaller 
stainless steel sample cell (Swagelok 304L-HDF2-40) which can be filled with adsorbent pellets. This 
sample cell is connected to the adsorption loop on either end by VCR fittings, which contain 20 µm fritted 
gaskets (Swagelok SS-4-VCR-2-20M) to ensure the solid adsorbent material does not leave the sample cell 
during the adsorption measurement. All three of these steel cells (reference cell, empty cell, and sample 
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cell) are submerged in a water bath. The total internal volume of the reference cell is 154.48 cm3, while that 
of the adsorption loop devoid of adsorbent is 200.48 cm3. Where possible, all tubing outside of the 
thermostatic bath is of 1/16” (1.588 mm) outer diameter to minimize the volume of the reference cell and 
adsorption loop which is outside of this bath. The flexibility of this tubing allows the sample cell to be 




Figure 1: Schematic of the Multi-Component Gas Adsorption System (MC GAS) built in this work. 
2. Pressure transducers and thermocouples 
 Connected to the reference cell is a pressure transducer (Omega PX01K1-1KGI) capable of 
measuring 0 to 1,000 psig (1 to 70 bar) accurate to ± 0.05%. The adsorption loop also contains a pressure 
transducer (Omega PX 409-USBH) capable of measuring 0 to 750 psia (0 to 52 bar) accurate to ± 0.08%. 
The temperature in the water bath is monitored by two type J thermocouples (Omega and PolyScience). 
The Polyscience thermocouple provides feedback to the water bath controller, while the Omega 
thermocouple provides data to LabVIEW which will later be used in equation of state calculations. 
3. Temperature control 
 During adsorption measurements, all three steel cells are submerged in a water bath whose 
temperature is controlled by a heated/refrigerated recirculator (PolyScience AD07R-40-A11B) and varies 
less than ±0.1 K during a 24 hour period. During adsorbent activation, the sample cell holding the adsorbent 
pellets is removed from the water bath and clamped in place on an activation stage. This cell, along with a 
third type J thermocouple, is then wrapped in heating tape (Omega) and an insulation jacket. The cell is 
heated with heating tape, while the thermocouple provides feedback to a virtual PID controller in 
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LabVIEW. The temperature varied less than ±0.5 K from the set point during the 12 hour activation periods 
at 473 K used in this work. 
4. Pneumatic actuators 
 All ball valves in the system are driven by pneumatic actuators (Whitey Co. 151SR), which are 
controlled through LabVIEW using solenoid valves (SMC SQ1131NY-5-C4-Q). This is conducive to 
automation of the system. 
5. Circulation pump 
 A circulation pump (Eldex Optos 3HM) is included to recirculate gas through the adsorption loop 
and reduce time necessary to reach equilibration in mixture adsorption experiments. This pump can be 
turned on and off through LabVIEW. Typical mixture adsorption experiments use a flow rate of 10 mL/min 
and an equilibration time in excess of two hours. The pump operates on a positive displacement, 
reciprocating piston principle. The seal around the reciprocating piston is a possible source of leaks, and 
this concern could be avoided by using a welded metal bellows pump instead, though this may reduce the 
operating pressure of the instrument as the bellows can be limiting. If a reciprocating piston pump is chosen 
by future investigators, care should be taken to check this seal regularly for leaks and the user should be 
prepared to replace the seal as a consumable item. While the volume of displacement by the piston is small 
relative to the volume of the adsorption loop (0.41 cm3 vs ~200 cm3), this reciprocation gives rise to small 
but measurable pressure fluctuations in the system. These fluctuations must be addressed in order to ensure 
collected data are of the highest accuracy for use in equation of state calculations. To address this problem, 
pressure data are averaged over two minutes (many cycles of piston reciprocation) before use in equation 
of state calculations so as to ensure this 0.41 cm3 piston displacement change in volume does not impact 
calculations.  
6. Vacuum pump 
 An Edwards RV3 rotary vane pump is used to evacuate the system. This pump is capable of 
evacuating the system down to approximately 0.1 mbar total pressure. 
7. Gas chromatograph 
 Built into the adsorption loop is a small sample loop with volume approximately 20 µL. The 
contents of this sample loop can be injected to a gas chromatograph (GC), model Shimadzu GC-2014 for 
composition analysis.  The detector is a TCD (Shimadzu TCD-2014). The chromatograph is equipped with 
a 6-port sampling valve (Valco 14N-0179V) controlled with electronic actuator (Valco) which allows for 
automation of composition sampling.For the experiments in this work, the chromatography column used 
was 2 m in length with 2 mm inner diameter and packed with carbon molecular sieve (Restek ShinCarbon 
ST 80/100 2m 2mmid). During the experiments in this work, the column was kept at 408 K while the TCD 
was kept at 418 K. 
8. Automation 
Automation of the instrument is done primarily using LabVIEW code and National Instruments 
hardware as shown in Figure 2. LabVIEW is used to record temperature data (through National Instruments 
NI-9211) and pressure data (National Instruments NI-9203), control valve positions (National Instruments 
NI-9375), operate virtual PID controller for heat tape, and trigger Windows scripts to operate Shimadzu 
software. LabVIEW also monitors pressure to determine when equilibration has been reached in the 
adsorption loop after gas has been dosed to the adsorbent. 
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Figure 2: Schematic of how input and output are measured and controlled through LabVIEW. 
  Windows scripting is done through AutoHotKey, and functions to operate the Shimadzu 
LabSolutions software which controls the GC. When equilibrium is reached in the adsorption loop, 
LabVIEW calls a simple Windows script which opens LabSolutions and runs a pre-set injection program 
which allows for automated checking of the composition of gas in the adsorption loop.  
 The LabVIEW software operating MC GAS steps through a list of instructions during each 
experiment. Instructions controlling valve positions, temperature, and GC sampling are among those 
included in this list. A typical experiment can include thousands to tens of thousands of instructions. The 
list of instructions dictating the steps in each experiment is generated using Visual Basic for Applications 
(VBA) code based on a simple list of input variables like activation time and temperature, minimum 
equilibration time, and others. VBA code is used again after temperature, pressure, and composition data 
have been collected to iteratively solve the Peng-Robinson equation of state for mixtures to solve the molar 
volume of the gas mixture in the adsorption loop to determine the number of moles of each component in 
the gas phase and in the adsorbed phase.  
9. Range of Operation 
 The operating ranges and conditions for MC GAS are summarized in Table 1. This instrument has 
been optimized for use with adsorbent samples approximately 5 g in mass, though larger sample masses 
may be required for testing adsorption of weakly adsorbing components, especially at low partial pressures. 
The volume of the 40 cm3 sample cell limits the maximum amount of sample that can be used, while the 
minimum sample mass is limited by the sensitivity of the GC and the adsorption affinity for each species 
as discussed in Calculation S3. 
 Table 1: Range of operating conditions available on MC GAS 
Condition Operating Range 
Pressure during activation < 0.0001 bar 
Pressure during adsorption 0.1 – 20 bar 
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Temperature during activation Tested up to 523 K 
Temperature stability during activation ±0.5 K 
Temperature during adsorption 253-333 K 
Temperature stability during activation ±0.1 K 
Adsorption loading of each component ≥ 0.01 mmol/g 
Adsorbent mass ~5 g 
 
Calibration  
Calibration measurements must be made to ensure that the internal volume of the system is well known 
and the GC is properly calibrated to measure the composition of the mixture to be used in adsorption 
experiments.  
1. Free volume measurement 
 The free volume of the reference cell and the adsorption loop must be known very precisely so as 
to be able to calculate the number of moles of gas present in each of these volumes during adsorption 
experiments. This can be done by evacuating both the reference cell and the adsorption loop, then filling 
the reference cell to a known pressure with a non-adsorbing gas, such as helium. Both volumes are held at 
298 K in the water bath during this measurement, and no adsorbent is loaded into the adsorption loop. It is 
reasonable to assume that helium does not adsorb on the internal surfaces in the instrument at 298 K.43, 45 
Once the reference cell has been filled and the adsorption loop remains evacuated, the pressure in the 
reference cell is recorded. Then the reference cell is opened to the adsorption loop and the pressure is 
recorded again. This measurement gives the ratio of the volume of the reference cell to that of the reference 
cell plus the adsorption loop. This measurement is repeated several times. 
 Assuming ideal gas behavior, we find that charging the reference cell with helium to P0 and then 
opening the reference cell to the adsorption loop will result in final pressure P1. With the additional 
assumption that the number of moles of helium gas does not change, we can write equation 1. This equation 
can be rearranged to equation 2, which gives the ratio of the volume of the reference cell to that of the 
reference cell plus the adsorption loop. All variables are defined in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. 






      [2] 
 After expanding helium from the reference cell into the empty and evacuated adsorption loop, the 
adsorption loop is packed with glass beads of known volume, and the helium expansion is repeated. This 
measurement gives the ratio of the volume of the reference cell to that of the adsorption loop filled with a 
known volume of glass beads. This gives two equations (2 and 4) with two unknowns (VRC and VAL) which 
can be solved simultaneously to determine the volume of both the reference cell and the adsorption loop. 






       [4] 
 Once the volume of the reference cell is known, this experiment can be repeated with adsorbent 
loaded into the adsorption loop to give the free volume in the adsorption loop. 







      [6] 
2. GC calibration 
 Before this system can be used to measure the adsorption of gas mixtures, it must be capable of 
determining the composition of gas in the head space of the adsorption loop. This is done using a GC. This 
GC is calibrated using mass flow controllers (MKS PFC-50 πMFC) to generate mixed streams of gases 
which are collected in a tube and then injected into the GC. The stated accuracy of these mass flow 
controllers is ±0.2% of full scale for the flow rates used in calibration (<20% full scale). The GC peaks 
associated with each species are integrated for a variety of gas compositions, and the ratio of these GC peak 
areas is plotted against the molar composition of the gas from the mass flow controllers to form a calibration 
curve. The mass flow controllers used to generate the calibration mixtures are checked for accuracy by 
sampling their output with a mass spectrometer (Hiden DSMS HAL 201) and comparing main MS peak 
intensities for each species (m/z = 16 for methane and m/z = 28 for ethane). 
Single component adsorption measurement 
 A typical single component adsorption measurement includes many of the steps necessary for a 
mixture adsorption measurement, so it is helpful to start with an understanding of this simpler process 
before moving on to the procedure for a mixture adsorption measurement. Each experiment can be broken 
into four steps: sample activation, free volume measurement, isotherm measurement, and finally use of an 
equation of state to convert pressure, volume, and temperature data (so-called “PVT” data) into excess 
amounts adsorbed. 
1. Activation 
 Although the sample can be activated in situ, it is not possible to determine the dry mass of the 
sample in situ. To determine the dry mass of adsorbent used, approximately 1-5 grams of adsorbent pellets 
are first activated by heating under vacuum in a vacuum oven (Fisherbrand Isotemp 280A) for 24 hours and 
then weighed to determine their dry mass. Once the dry mass has been determined, the adsorbent is loaded 
into the sample cell of the instrument described in this work. The sample cell is clamped to the activation 
stage, where the sample cell and a thermocouple are wrapped in heating tape and then covered with an 
insulating jacket. The sample is then activated in situ under heat and vacuum. A typical activation might 
run for 12 hours at 473 K. 
2. Free volume measurement 
 After activation, the free volume in the adsorption loop must be measured to ensure collection of 
high quality PVT data. This is done using the same helium expansion method outlined above. The reference 
cell is charged with helium, which is then expanded into the adsorption loop. This is repeated ten times to 
ensure precision. 
3. Isotherm measurement 
 Single component adsorption is measured according to the well-known pressure decay principle.63 
First, gas is dosed to pressure P0 into the reference cell, which has volume VRC. The volume of this cell is 
well-known, and the pressure and temperature of this gas are recorded. This allows the use of the Peng-
Robinson equation to calculate the number of moles of gas in the reference cell. The reference cell is then 
briefly opened to the adsorption loop before being closed again. As time passes, gas adsorbs on the 
adsorbent in the adsorption loop, and the pressure is observed to decay from its initial maximum. The 
system is allowed to equilibrate for a minimum of one hour, and for sufficient time that the pressure has 
stopped changing (rate of decrease less than 10 mbar/h). At this point, PVT data are recorded for both the 
reference cell and the adsorption loop. This allows calculation of number of moles of gas in both volumes. 
The number of moles adsorbed at the pressure in the adsorption loop can be taken to be the number of moles 
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that is “missing” from the gas phase. This is the first point of the isotherm. Then, the reference cell is 
charged to a higher pressure and the process is repeated several times to gather points for the rest of the 
isotherm. 
 Beginning with the step of filling the reference cell to pressure P0, one can use the Peng-Robinson 
equation in conjunction with a mole balance for each step of dosing gas to the adsorption loop and allowing 
time for equilibration. First, the Peng-Robinson equation is iteratively solved for Vm0, the molar volume of 
gas in the reference cell.64 This equation is chosen for its mathematical simplicity. 






     [7] 
 Here, a and b are empirical constants specific to the adsorbate gas and differ in value for each gas 
used in this work: 
𝑎 = 0.45724(𝑅2𝑇𝑐
2/𝑃𝑐)𝛼      [8] 
𝑏 = 0.07780(𝑅𝑇𝑐/𝑃𝑐)       [9] 
Where 
𝛼 =  (1 + 𝑚(1 − 𝑇𝑟
1/2))
2
      [10] 
𝑚 = 0.37464 + 1.54226𝜔 − 0.26992𝜔2    [11] 
 Where ω is defined as 
𝜔 =  − log10(𝑃𝑟
∗) − 1 , at  𝑇𝑟 = 0.7     [12] 
Dividing the molar volume by the volume of the reference cell gives the number of moles in the 
reference cell, n0. 
𝑛0 =  
𝑉𝑅𝐶
𝑉𝑚,𝑅𝐶,0
        [13] 
 This gives the initial number of moles charged into the reference cell. After the reference cell is 
opened to the adsorption loop and the system is allowed to equilibrate, some moles of gas remain in the 
reference cell, some move to the adsorption loop, and some are adsorbed onto the adsorbent. This mole 
balance is as follows: 






+ 𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑠      [14] 
 There is no reaction in the system, so the number of moles of adsorbate remains constant, and it 









+ 𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑠    [15] 
 The Peng-Robinson equation can be solved for Vm0, Vm1, and Vm2 using pressure and temperature 
data. The volumes VRC and VAL are known from the free space measurement. Therefore, equation 15 allows 
for the solution of the number of moles adsorbed the first time adsorbate is dosed to the adsorbent. For 
subsequent dosing of more adsorbate to collect more isotherm points, this equation may be modified to 














) +  (𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑠,1 − 𝑛𝑎𝑑𝑠,0)   [16] 
Equation 16 reduces to equation 15 in the case that Vm,AL,0 approaches infinity and nads,0 approaches 
zero, which is true when the adsorption loop is evacuated and the adsorbent is clean. Equation 16 is solved 
for nads,1 for each point in the isotherm. 
Binary adsorption measurement 
 The procedure for measurement of binary mixture adsorption is very similar to that for single 
component adsorption. However, additional complexity arises from the needs to circulate gas over the 
adsorbent to achieve equilibration, sample the composition of the gas in the adsorption loop, and use a 
mixture equation of state for PVT calculations rather than a pure component equation of state. 
 The same sample activation and free volume measurement procedure are used for single component 
and binary adsorption measurements. Following the free volume measurement, the reference cell is charged 
with pure gas A. The PVT data for pure A in the reference cell are recorded, and then the reference cell is 
briefly opened to the adsorption loop. The number of moles of A adsorbed is calculated according to the 
same methodology used for single component adsorption. Then, the reference cell is evacuated and charged 
with pure gas B. Again, the reference cell is briefly opened to the adsorption loop. It is assumed that no gas 
flows back from the adsorption loop into the reference cell. This is reasonable as the pressure in the 
reference cell is always at least one bar higher than the adsorption loop when the two are connected, and 
the connection is made for a period of less than five seconds through a narrowly open needle valve in line 
with 1/16” (1.588 mm) OD tubing. The system is left to equilibrate while the circulation pump circulates 
gas through the adsorption loop. After at least three hours, or such time that the pressure in the adsorption 
loop is no longer decreasing, the composition of the gas in the adsorption loop is checked using the GC.  
 In addition to the temperature, pressure, and volume of the adsorption loop, the composition of the 
gas completes all of the data that are needed to use the Peng-Robinson equation of state for mixtures to 
calculate the number of moles each of A and B that are present in the gas phase in the adsorption loop. The 
difference between the number of moles of A and B dosed into the adsorption loop and the number of moles 
of each component remaining in the gas phase after equilibration is the quantity of each component that 
remains in the adsorbed phase. This is the first equilibrium mixture adsorption data point. It is assumed that 
this 20 µL sample of gas is sufficiently small so as not to affect the adsorption measurement (See 
Calculation S1 in supplementary information). Thus, more points can be collected without re-activating the 
sample by simply charging more component B into the reference cell and then repeating the process of 
opening the reference cell to the adsorption loop and sampling the gas composition after equilibration has 
been reached. 
 After all pressure, temperature, volume, and gas composition data (“PVTy” data) have been 
collected, they are used to calculate the number of moles of A and B in the reference cell and in the 
adsorption loop during each measurement step. The same process used to track the moles of gas in each 
volume for single component adsorption measurements is applied to each gas for the binary adsorption 
measurement. 
 The experiment begins with a clean adsorbent and evacuated adsorption loop. The reference cell is 
charged to pressure P0 with pure component A, so that the number of moles of A in the reference cell can 
be solved using the molar volume of A in the reference cell using the following expressions: 
𝑛𝐴,0 =  
𝑉𝑅𝐶
𝑉𝑚,𝐴,𝑅𝐶,0
      [17] 
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 Notice this is equation 13 rewritten for component A alone. When opening the reference cell to the 
adsorption loop to allow component A to adsorb, this same approach follows with modifying equation 14 
for component A: 






+ 𝑛𝐴,𝑎𝑑𝑠     [18] 
 After allowing the system to equilibrate, the reference cell is evacuated and charged to P2 with 
component B.  
𝑛𝐵,2 =  
𝑉𝑅𝐶
𝑉𝑚,𝐵,𝑅𝐶,2
      [19] 
 The reference cell is then opened to the adsorption loop again to allow component B to mix with 
the gas in the head space of the adsorption loop. This creates a gas mixture of A and B. After allowing 



























) +  (𝑛𝐵,𝑎𝑑𝑠,1 − 𝑛𝐵,𝑎𝑑𝑠,0)   [21] 
 These equations can be used to solve the number of moles of A and B in the adsorbed phase at each 
step of a mixture adsorption measurement. However, some additional complexity arises in calculating the 
molar volume of the mixed gas. In this case, the van der Waals mixing rules are applied to the Peng-
Robinson equation for each pair of species i and j in the gas phase: 
𝑎 = ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑦𝑗(1 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗)(𝑎𝑖𝑎𝑗)
1/2
𝑗𝑖      [22] 
𝑏 =  ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑖        [23] 
 The binary interaction parameter δij in this work was taken from Fateen et al,
65 and used in 
calculating mole balances for each component (eq. 20-21) which give the adsorption loading at all 
equilibrium points in mixture adsorption experiments. 
Validation experiments and results  
Construction of a new instrument requires some validation of the measurement capabilities thereof. 
Though the measurement of gas mixture adsorption is frequently done using home-built apparatuses, this 
step is often omitted. In this work, validation is done twofold: once for measurement of pure component 
isotherms and separately for validation of binary mixture adsorption measurement. The strategy chosen was 
to compare single component isotherm measurements on the instrument constructed in this work both to 
measurements reported in the literature, and to measurements made on other trusted instruments in the lab. 
For multicomponent measurements, comparison was made to published results. 
Choosing a system for validation was not trivial. Many systems use adsorbents synthesized in-
house, and this adds a level of difficulty in first reproducing the adsorbent material. Many metal-organic 
frameworks are either subject to this difficulty, or to added difficulty from instability under humid 
conditions.66, 67 Zeolites are a class of materials less subject to these challenges, but bring challenges of their 
own- activation conditions can require very high temperatures to remove adsorbed water molecules, which 
can have strong effects on adsorption properties.68 For this work, BPL carbon was chosen as the adsorbent 
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for validation. This material has been available from Calgon for decades, is stable under humid conditions, 
and easily activated. The system chosen for this work was the adsorption of a methane/ethane mixture on 
BPL carbon. We have chosen to validate our instrument against the measurements made by He et al.21 This 
work was chosen for several reasons beyond simply the fact that these authors studied BPL carbon. These 
authors applied a number of thermodynamic consistency tests to their data. Moreover, they were successful 
in validating the single-component measurement capability of their instrument. We are confident that the 
data reported in this study are of the highest quality, and are suitable for use in the validation of the 
instrument constructed in this work. 
Materials 
 BPL carbon, 4x6 mesh, was generously supplied by Calgon corporation. All gases used were 
purchased from AirGas in the following purities: nitrogen- 99.999%, helium- 99.999%, methane- 99.99%, 
ethane- 99.99%. 
Pure component adsorption 
The BPL carbon used in this work had BET surface area of 1135 m2/g and average pore size of 
10.9 Å, measured by nitrogen physisorption at 77 K on a Quadrasorb by Quantachrome. BET area was 
calculated using adsorption in the linear range of the BET plot where 0.01 < P/P0 < 0.2. Pore size distribution 
was calculated using the density functional theory (DFT) method. These values are very similar to those 
reported by He et al, which were 1061 m2/g BET surface area and 10.2 Å average pore size.21 The BPL 
carbon used in this work is, by initial inspection, similar to that used by He et al. 
 The first step in validating the instrument built in this work was measurement of pure component 
isotherms for methane and ethane for comparison with in-house instruments (Hiden Isochema IGA-003 and 
Micromeritics 3Flex) and measurements by He et al also using BPL carbon from Calgon.21 These 
measurements are shown in Figure 3. The measurements shown from MC GAS correspond to the first of 




Figure 3. Single component adsorption of methane and ethane compared to measurements on IGA-003 
and by He et al. 2004. (a) Methane adsorption isotherms on BPL carbon at 301.4 K. (b) Ethane adsorption 
isotherms on BPL carbon at 301.4 K. (c) Difference in methane loading of three measurements compared 
to loading measured by MC GAS. (d) Difference in ethane loading of three measurements compared to 
loading measured by MC GAS. 
 Measurements from the instrument built in this work agree with measurements made on IGA-003. 
Loadings are slightly higher in both instruments compared to that reported by He et al., but the difference 
is not large. This difference could be attributed in part to the higher surface area of the BPL carbon used in 
this work (1124 m2/g) compared to that used by He et al. (1061 m2/g). These results validate the capability 
of the instrument built in this work to measure single component adsorption. 
Binary mixture adsorption 
 The problem of validating mixture adsorption capabilities offers several challenges beyond those 
of validating single component adsorption capabilities. The nature of the volumetric apparatus for mixture 
adsorption means that it is impossible to directly control the pressure and composition of the gas phase at 
equilibrium. Thus, it is difficult to precisely replicate mixture adsorption points reported in other works. 
However, because the volume of the adsorption loop in this work and the loading of the adsorbent in the 
reference work are known, it should be possible to replicate points to some extent. Knowledge of the volume 
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of the adsorption loop allows calculation of the number of moles of each component that should be in the 
gas phase at equilibrium to match the partial pressure of each component at equilibrium in the reference 
work. If we assume that the loadings of each component are likely to be similar to the reference work, we 
can also estimate the number of moles of each component that will be present in the adsorbed phase. By 
precisely dosing the number of moles of each component that sums to satisfy both the partial pressure of 
that component in the gas phase and the loading of that component in the adsorbed phase at equilibrium, 
we can ensure that the system can reach an equilibrium very close to any data point reported in another 
work.  
This of course does not ensure the same equilibrium will be reached, merely that those conditions 
could be reached. Efforts to replicate measurements of binary mixture adsorption reported by He et al. for 
adsorption of methane and ethane on BPL carbon have been successful considering this inherent difficulty. 
These results of He et al. are presented in Table 2, while the replication of these results using MC GAS is 
shown in Table 3. Adsorption loadings are shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b) while selectivity values are shown 
in Figure 4(c) and 4(d). 
Table 2: Mixture adsorption loadings and compositions for adsorption of methane and ethane on BPL 
carbon at 301.4 K, measured by He et al. 
P (bar) y ethanea x ethaneb q ethanec (mmol/g) q methanec (mmol/g) 
ethane/methane 
Selectivity 
1.96 0.97 0.996 3.61 0.01 8.4 
1.97 0.73 0.972 3.25 0.09 12.7 
1.96 0.51 0.930 2.78 0.21 12.7 
1.97 0.28 0.861 2.15 0.35 15.6 
6.84 0.97 0.996 4.97 0.02 7.4 
6.83 0.73 0.965 4.53 0.17 9.9 
6.84 0.51 0.918 4.04 0.36 10.8 
6.83 0.28 0.826 3.19 0.67 12.0  
6.84 0.09 0.571 1.75 1.32 12.8  
6.85 0.03 0.308 0.81 1.82 14.4  
y = gas phase mole fraction     x = adsorbed phase mole fraction   q = adsorption loading  
Table 3: Mixture adsorption loadings and compositions for adsorption of methane and ethane on BPL 
carbon at 301.4 K, measured in this work 
P (bar) y ethanea x ethaneb q ethanec (mmol/g) q methanec (mmol/g) 
ethane/methane 
Selectivity 
1.93 0.94 0.992 3.68 0.03 7.8 
1.94 0.72 0.963 3.38 0.13 10.1 
1.97 0.59 0.947 3.01 0.17 12.4 
2.04 0.35 0.906 2.40 0.25 17.7 
1.98 0.04 0.412 0.57 0.81 16.8 
7.02 0.72 0.960 5.10 0.21 9.6 
6.92 0.49 0.915 4.56 0.42 11.2 
6.77 0.14 0.698 2.63 1.14 14.0 
6.74 0.11 0.669 2.33 1.15 15.5 
y = gas phase mole fraction     x = adsorbed phase mole fraction   q = adsorption loading       
 Efforts to replicate mixture adsorption reported by He et al. show a relatively small difficulty in 
replicating equilibrium pressure, and a larger difficulty in replicating gas phase composition. This is 
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reflective of the nature of closed volumetric adsorption instruments. However, despite this difficulty there 
is good agreement in amounts adsorbed for each species at similar pressures and gas phase compositions. 
Furthermore, in rows 1 and 5 of Table 3, it is apparent that the amounts adsorbed of each species approaches 
the pure component loading as the gas phase composition approaches its endpoints. As can be seen in Figure 
4, the experimental data cross the thermodynamically consistent IAST model at least once across 
measurements at both pressures. 
 
Figure 4: Binary adsorption measurements of methane/ethane mixtures on BPL carbon at 301.4 K. (a) 
Amounts adsorbed at 1.98 ± 0.06 bar. (b) Amounts adsorbed at 6.98 ± 0.13 bar. (c) Selectivity for ethane 
at 1.98 ± 0.06 bar. (d) Selectivity for ethane at 6.89 ± 0.13 bar.  
There is generally good agreement between IAST and experiment for loading of each component, 
as shown in Figure 4 (a-b). This is consistent with the findings of He et al. However, small differences 
between IAST and experiment are amplified in the calculation for selectivity. It has been noted by other 
authors that small uncertainties in amounts adsorbed lead to large uncertainties in selectivity.14 Error bars 
in selectivity are calculated by propagation of experimental uncertainty as shown in Calculation S2.69 
Nearly all of this uncertainty comes from uncertainty in the loading of methane, the more weakly adsorbed 
component. Uncertainty in selectivity is most noticeable when the amount of methane adsorbed is very low. 
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This is especially evident in Figure 4 (c) where the rightmost data point measured in this work has large 
uncertainty as the adsorbed phase for this measurement contains very little methane. Furthermore, 
measurement at lower pressures is generally more difficult than at higher pressures because amounts 
adsorbed are lower at lower pressures. This can likely explain the relatively larger scatter of the selectivities 
measured in this work and those measured by He et al shown in Figure 4 (c). The problem of high fractional 
uncertainty in loading of the more weakly adsorbed component is not unique to the instrument used in this 
work. This problem is not easily solved in other mixture adsorption measurement techniques, and can be 
especially evident when calculating selectivity for very selective adsorption, as can be the case in carbon 
dioxide capture applications.70  
 Mixture adsorption equilibrium measurements are extremely difficult and prone to many more 
sources of error than single component adsorption measurements. Thermodynamic consistency tests for 
binary mixture adsorption have been developed by Talu et al.9, 71 to ensure internal consistency among a set 
of single component and mixture adsorption data. While these tests do not assure the accuracy of the data 
collected, consistency within a data set increases confidence that the data are accurate. There are numerous 
ways to assess the consistency of mixture adsorption equilibrium data, and we have employed the following 
tests: 
1. At fixed temperature and pressure, the total amount adsorbed must equal the single component 
values at the composition end points. (Tables 2 and 3). 
2. At fixed temperature and pressure, the x-y and selectivity curves of all thermodynamically 
consistent models must cross the experimental curves at least once (Figure 4). 
 These binary adsorption data meet these thermodynamic consistency criteria. While this does not 
in itself prove that these data are correct, the combination of agreement with the high quality data of He et 
al. and the satisfaction of these two thermodynamic consistency criteria validate this instrument as capable 
of measuring binary adsorption equilibria for light gases. Further validation measurements could be 
necessary for experiments with heavier components like water vapor. The instrument MC GAS developed 
in this work is fully automated and capable of repeatable, high-throughput measurements of binary mixture 
adsorption. The full automation of this instrument vastly increases the speed of data collection and available 
operating time relative to comparable manually operated systems. 
 While the strength of this instrument lies in its automation, the process of automation is not totally 
without drawbacks. By its nature, the closed volumetric system in this work does not give the user control 
over the equilibrium pressure at each adsorption measurement point. This problem has been solved by 
others who have used manostats, or carefully calibrated pistons, to adjust the internal volume of the 
instrument during measurements to allow equilibration at a pre-determined pressure.72, 73 Automation of a 
manostat is certainly possible and could be implemented as a future improvement to this instrument or 
others like it. In addition, the circulation pump used in this work could be replaced with a bellows pump to 
reduce potential for leaks during experiments. This instrument could also benefit from a single temperature 
control device. While the use of heating tape during sample activation and a water bath during adsorption 
measurements was sufficient to reach high activation temperatures and also hold temperature very stable 
during adsorption measurments, a single temperature control mechanism like an oil bath could achieve both 
of these goals and eliminate the need for two temperature controllers. 
Conclusion 
 We have developed and validated an automated volumetric instrument for the measurement of 
binary gas mixture adsorption. The validation of this instrument has been completed by comparison of 
single component and binary adsorption measurements with data available in the literature, as well as single 
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component adsorption measurements made in-house on commercially available instruments. We expect 
that the level of technical description here will allow for replication of this type of instrument, which will 
more widely enable the study of binary mixture adsorption and thereby address a major weakness in the 
study of adsorption separations. 
 
Supplementary material 
Definitions for all variables used in the equations presented in this paper are listed in Table S1 of the 
supplementary material. Tables of methane, ethane, and nitrogen adsorption isotherm data are presented 
in Tables S2-S8. Figures of methane and ethane adsorption isotherms are also included (Figures S1 and 
S2). Sample calculations outlining the choice of the volume of gas samples and the mass of adsorbent 
samples and for determining the propagation of uncertainty in mixture adsorption measurements are also 
included (Calculation S1 — S3). 
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